
Points of discussion:

health
em pollution
microwave towers
fire and safety
insurance rates
reliability and accuracy
customer access
cost to customer
security

Health
Since others will present the health issues, I will not dwell other than to agree that these
effects may well be dismissed too readily BY THE PROPONENTS OF WIRELESS
METERS.

EM pollution
We already have em pollution from cell phones, etc., without unneccessarily adding
more.
The proliferation of cellphone towers is another example. The meters apparently trasmit
to a near utiity pole. How far away ( or how close) are the receivers? Since the strength of
a transmitted signal drops by the square of distance, then a signal from a meter to a
receiver typically 100ft away would be diminished by 10,000. This makes me suspicious
of Fortis claims of negigible emission from the meters. The signal gets to Fortis along the
utility wire. If it is propagated along a utility line then a simple connection from the meter
to this point should obviate the need for a wireless component. This is how telephone,
internet, tv and power are presently provided to a residence without difficulty or
excessive cost.

Fire safety and insurance
Perhaps an unusually high power level is why some meters have allegedly overheated and
caused fires. How will this affect a customers insurance rates? Will Fortis reimburse
home owners for any increased premiums?
Another customer cost is reliability, accuracy and durability of the "advanced meters". It
has been reported that they have a typical lifetime of 10 years before replacement as well
as being more expensive. The customeris apparently liable for this expense. How many
people remember ever replacing their analog meter? I have read many reports of
excessive usage charges produced by some wireless meters. Even if eventually
correctable, it causes much concern to the customer, even assuming the excess billing is
reversed.
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Access to data and customer cost
Customer access to meter data is another problem. If the meters are for conservation, then
the customer must be able to monitor the real-time usage. By looking at the current meter
one can get a rough idea about power consumption by observing the rate of rotation of the
meter wheel, admittedly crude but still effective when a higher power device is using
power. Apparently some current wired meters are digital although non-transmitting. If
these have a visible readout then one can easily monitor real-time consumption. I believe
few if any would object to this type of meter. Wireless security is inherently more
problematic if only because the signal is being broadcast to an external device and thus
potentially interceptable. My understanding of the Fortis proposal is that in order to
monitor the wireless meter, the customer must additionally pay for a device which will
allow this and maintain security. In other words, in order to be able to conserve power the
customer must need to spend still more money. Will those of us who do not use
Microsoft's monopoly operating system be able to access our own data? Will those with
older computers have to upgrade in order to access their own data? Fortis claims it will
have a website for homeowner access. I hope the server can cope with the demands to be
made on it if customers monitor it as much as expected. If the objective is to promote
power conservation then Fortis seems to be working against this laudable objective by
insisting on wireless meters. My current bill shows how the usage compares with the
same billing period of the previous year. It is a simple matter to examine the previous bill
to monitor every 2 months, all without resorting to wireless.
Fortis makes a big deal out of saving gas and meter reader cost. Why dont they be good
corporate citizens and purchase electric vehicles for the meter readers! Can they not
afford their own electricity? Why contribute to further local unemployment by firing the
readers?
Another Fortis claim is that of preventing theft by eg, grow-ops. Surely they know how
much power is going out a given line from a sub-station. Any significant change should
be detected within a few days of excess usage. Since the meter would be by-passed
regardless of type, a transmitting meter would still not show real-time theft at a given
address so the current system is just as good. Similarly, after recovering from a power
outage a monitor equivalent to the proposed wireless receiver on the appropriate utility
pole can send a signal to fortis confirming the line is energized. This would in fact show
increases due to theft even better than a by-passable meter! Perhaps Fortis should
improve their internal monitoring before imposing a system which seems unlikely to be
nearly as effective as claimed.




